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Done to Death
From the Editor

Hello and welcome to issue #64 of Roomers Magazine.
At the heart of the Roomers project is the weekly
writing workshop. The workshops are free and
happen every Tuesday from 1.30–3.30pm. For the last
twenty-two years the workshops have been run from
the St Kilda library with an open-door policy. This has
meant you could turn up and join in without booking
in first.
This is no longer the case. Roomers no longer
meets at St Kilda library and you will need to enrol in
the workshop before coming along.
Don’t let the changes put you off. We still strongly
encourage anyone who wants to join to come along
to Roomers. You will meet a great bunch of people
and will see your writing improve week by week.
Writing is a craft and the more you do it, the
better you get.
The difference is now there are a couple of
steps that first need to be taken before joining
Roomers. If you would like to come to the workshops
you will need to call me first. We would then have an
informal meeting. It is an opportunity for you to find

out more about the group before joining and me to
learn a little bit about you.
Generally around eight to ten people turn up
each week for the workshops. There are also a lot of
people who come along once or twice a year or may
come back after years of not attending. If you haven’t
come along for a while but would like to start
attending again please give me a call. We’d love to
see you!
Not everyone who contributes to Roomers
comes to the workshops. If you’d like to have your
work published in Roomers, send me your work.
Ideally work should be sent via email. The word limit
is 1000.
If you would like to come along to
the Roomers writing workshops call
Philippa on 95311954 or email her
at outreach@esnlc.com.au
Or go to the website: roomers.org.au
and leave a message.
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So Ned

by Jem Buckley
So Ned – done to death – he once said
Death becomes me. She’s my friend.
A tulip amongst the desert thorny bushes, out there, in amongst
the outback, way out, back, under.
There’s not much water where death lurks, just ask Burke and Wills.
Ned Kelly, an old mate of mine, had to ride his horse, named
Destiny; had to ride all the way to South Australia, rob a bank,
just to buy some water and feed, some scotch’n’rum, and liars,
they said he’d set fire to a few land tenures, mortgages and such
like, he finally found a place called Jerilderie, just to rob another
bank, to again buy some tucker etc. and find time to dictate a fine
letter to his friends in the Victorian Government.
So Ned said
Death is always close, depends on the damn magistrate. You’ll see!
I’ll see them down there. Probably the next day.
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Photo of Jem Buckley and Wendy Butler at a Roar Lounge event, Pause Bar, 2018. Photo by David de Roach.

In Memory of
Jem Buckley
Jem was moved by beauty in songs and paintings
and words on a page. He loved reading, smoking,
drinking and listening to the radio. He wrote
and he painted and played his guitar and had
treasured memories of travelling through Europe
with his blind uncle. Jem was a tall and arresting
figure and compelling pubic speaker. He spoke
with passion and theatricality, always caught up
in the moment. He was one of a kind.
Philippa and Angela

Are you laughing up there Jem cos your obituary
coincides with Roomers done to death theme?
You survived death by drinking, a cut-throat at the
food van and a fall from the balcony at the Gatwick.
And your fiftieth birthday.
And now you’re gone.
You were a wizard of a man, a talented artist,
a gifted writer, a caring person, a brilliant public
speaker and advocate. You survived so much.
We thought you’d become a respected elder.
Love you Jem. Miss you Jem. What a waste.
Wendy Butler
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Done to Death

by S McT
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(or the rape of old ladies)
Renovations. Done to death.
House rules, Masters of flip, Country flip,
The living room, Better homes and gardens,
The home team, Brother v’s Brother, Escape to
the country, My dream home, 60 minute makeover,
Property ladder and a whole heap more shows
I can mercifully not remember the names of,
and of course, the main offender, the big daddy
wrecking-ball of them all, The block.
Done to death, rippin houses up, tearin
walls down, fillin skips and wasting things at the
very time in the history of the world when things
shouldn’t be wasted.
A hundred reno magazines needing a whole
forest of their own to print.
No more moving into a dear old house that
has been protected and nurtured, that has lived
a generation or more before, and not just living.
No more gratitude or thanking it for housing
you and honouring it by fixing it up, mending its
broken pipes and windows and bringing it back to
life by fixing its wounds and healing it with a lovin
lick of paint, then just sitting still and savouring
a life in it.
Perhaps changing a room or adding one –
someday down the track if the NEED should
ever arise.
No more.
Now a psychic epidemic comes of rip and
tear, of replace and destroy, just for the sake of it.
An unconscious army marching the suburbs, as
unconscious as any army ever where the single
soldier has never stepped back and thought for
himself before joining in the kill.

Renovations. Done to death.
But. Even worse to come for the grand
old houses of the past, still standing strong and
elegant, one hundred years hence, dignified in their
old age, as they ever have been.
These grand old dames, importantly, have
stories embedded into their bricks, their floors
and in the very air they enclose. Stories to tell.
But they are stories that one must sit STILL for
quite some time to hear. As the patriarchs (and
here dear reader, know that I do not refer to men!)
march in, and poke and judge, take notes then
smash and rape, then cover their deeds in plastic
and plasterboard, the stories here are muffled and
distorted until finally they can be heard no more.
And thus, these grand old dames are raped –
are done to death – and die.
And with each building project dies one more
link into our precious past, our souls and psyches
now being cut adrift and disconnected, restless
on the rafts of our couches, under bright halogen
lamps, further drifting from meaning as we do
more and more, now to ourselves and to the
whole world.
To live without history – that is the mutilation
of a human being! Carl Jung said it with passion.
And so it is.

“Now a psychic epidemic comes of
rip and tear, of replace and destroy,
just for the sake of it.”
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Do You Ever Think
About Ants?
Do you ever think about ants?
Do you ever think about their tininess
and their amazingness?
What they create all together. Have you ever noticed
them coming and going from all different directions
and how they will stop for a millisecond to
acknowledge each other and have you ever noticed
how much they can carry?
The other day on Carlisle St I saw a man squash
a cricket with his sandalled foot.
I felt sick, I feel sick just remembering it.
I really hate human superiority.
The other day I was bawling my eyes out wondering
if a sick friend I know was going to die.
In the face of death we must all remember to play.
Play is anti-death. Play says fuck you death.
Sometimes people are in your life for a while
and then they’re not.
Then you read about their death.

—Pen pal
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ears crossed
by Paul Harper

without the television there is. Without.
Without the television there is no blue sky
without the television . Without the television
there is no. Without the television there
is. Without the television there is no blue.
Without the. Without. Without the. Without
the television there is no blue sky without
the. Without the. Without the television.
Without the television there is no blue.
Without the television there is no blue.
Without the television there is. Without the
television there is no. Without the television
there is no. Without the television there.
Without the television there is no. Without
the television there. Without. Without the
television there. Without the television there.
Without the television there is. Without
the television. Without the television there.
Without the television there. Without the
television. Without the

Done to Death
by Anna Gould

It’s been done to death
The whole spirituality thing
And now it’s a health food yoga craze
It’s been done to death
That whole heterosexuality theme
And now it’s a queer agenda
It’s been done to death
The politics of our nation
And now it’s a he said, she said war
It’s been done to death
Your Gucci, Armani, Prada
And now it’s all about how you made it
It’s been done to death
Sex, drugs and rock n roll!
And now it’s all pop music
You’ve been done to death
From the top of the building to the skyscrapers
And now it’s up to you
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Now Some People
as told to Wendy Butler

Now some people, they just don’t treat their
old folks with respect. Take my grandmother for
example. She lived to be 103. And her children
began to get really pissed off about that. She had
collected a lot of valuable antiques which had great
sentimental value to her and she refused to part
with them.
“You’ll get your share when I die,” she said.
But they couldn’t wait, especially my uncle
who was bankrupt, and he started pilfering bits
and pieces.
“She won’t notice,” he said. But she did and
was very upset. So I said to my uncle “That’s not
nice, let the old dear enjoy her last days, she hasn’t
many left, she’ll die two days after her birthday.”
My uncle didn’t believe me, sure she looked
healthy enough, but I knew. I have this gift of
knowing when people are going to die, whether
it’s natural or by accident or even murder.
“And don’t touch her big table, she loves it.”
But of course, he didn’t leave her valuable
table alone, he took it and swapped it with a cheap
replacement. She was so upset. It was so mean.
If he’d waited a week longer he’d have inherited it.
My grandmother did die two days after her birthday.
But there’s worse than that I can tell you.
Things that would make your blood curdle.
I was sitting on a train one day and I saw an
old man in a backyard. He looked vaguely familiar,
but I couldn’t place him. Even so, I had this feeling
something terrible was going to happen to him.

And soon. But what could I do? If I got off at the
next stop and went to find his house, would he
even take any notice of me?
A week later I see this guy’s picture in
the paper and now I remember where I knew
him from. I met him once at a party with some
of my uncles.
The headline says
Done to death over mansion. Then it reads
Son kills elderly parents because they refuse to
shift to an apartment and give him the house.
You wouldn’t read about it except I did.
So apparently, he buried his parents in the garden
and told his neighbours that they’d gone off on an
extended holiday.
Now the neighbours were rightly suspicious
of the son and they called the police.
“They haven’t been on a holiday in all the
forty years we’ve lived next door to them,” the
neighbours said. “And they’d never ever leave
their dog.”
It haunts me a bit it does, wondering if I could
have made a difference if I’d got off that train that
day and warned them.

“I have this gift of knowing when people
are going to die, whether it’s natural, it’s by
accident or even murder.”
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Hello Comrade
by Anthony Cheshire

The Capuchin Friar monks of St Peter and Paul’s
Catholic Church in South Melbourne could not
shed any light on it. The church celebrated a priest
for 39 years and in their goodwill farewell, said at
the end, on a plaque,
No more us and them, just we.
The parish priest in question, Father Bob
Maguire still works tirelessly in the community.
There is a question mark over whether he
stood down or retired from the church.
To me, he is very much us. He is in the
business of providing meals for the disadvantaged
and identifies with those he is helping.
At one feed he called me comrade. He mixes
humour with humility and seeing someone at
the meal wearing a Fr Bob (as he is affectionately
known) T-shirt shows he has become a celebrity in
his own right.

So who is them?
Maybe they are the hierarchy of the church
who saw that his days were numbered at St Peters
and Pauls.
The monks in South Melbourne told me they
had become involved in the church after Fr Bob left,
hence, as they said, they couldn’t shed a light on
this remarkable person.
I asked one of the volunteers for Fr Bob,
“Which way do you lean?”
In earnest he said “I’m a humanist, helping
human beings, to the best of my ability.”
On a different tack, the monks said a
humanist doesn’t have a God, no shining light to
direct them.
The monks also provide meals to the
disadvantaged, with help from volunteers,
like Fr Bob, but which way do they lean?
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Plumaged to Death
by Tanya Page

He stomped the red dirt from his caterpillar boots and bit down on the hard plastic
pen. Gazing along the horizon, he looked at the earth that had been moulded by
diggers and machines. Mustafa read his iPad as a watchman waved and the night
lights lit up the building site in the southeast suburb of Casey.
Amber estate, your dream come true! Buy now! Quick loan! lit up across
the screen. He took pride in potential and profit and all his ambition energised his
bandy skinny body. He jumped into his white Nissan jeep while speaking into his
navigator, pulling out of the estate and heading along the southeast freeway.
He passed by the paddocks and the cattle lazing in the flatlands, scrubby
with small creeks and marshy swamps. The grasslands reflected a warm amber
light and the tall reeds swayed in the wind, blown by a hot breeze. He passed
by small units lining the old railway than ran from the city to the country bringing
life and goods to the outskirts of Gippsland with its new shiny shopping centres
dotting the flat suburb.
He seemed so small in this vast landscape, unlike his desire to build and
mould. There was no end to his ambition. The red dirt fell from his boots and
caked the new detailed carpet in his jeep. He drank a cold cappuccino in a take
away cup.
“I love this country. What a dream,” he thought.
Marie sat in her unit by the window with her feeding newborn and watched the
train pass by. She felt the baby’s breath on her breast like the moist warm breeze
after a storm on a hot summer day.
“Drat!” she cried.
“Little Tom! You are a rascal!”
Marie swiftly removed the baby from her breast.
She heard the white Nissan outside and ran to the door. Mustafa jumped
from the jeep and carried in a white cockatoo in a cage.
Marie laughed with joy.
“Mustafa you are such a good man! I love you so much!”
She sprang open the door and grabbed the cockatoo from Mustafa.
Now the cocky is a unique creature and will only respond to those whose
heart and hand are in the right place. You need patience with a cockatoo, time
to build up trust and friendship. Cocky, we will call him, did not like these humans
at all and screeched more than the baby.
Cocky looked at these two imbeciles with their twigs, contraptions and cups
of bitter water and thought of better times and of the large gum tree where he
and his flock would gather every evening.
Cocky was all alone now and screeched as he always had with his mates.
Marie put the cocky and the cage outside the front door and then passed baby
Tom to Mustafa, who sat down with his son on his knee and told him this quick
tale of misfortune.
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Death by Fury and Fate – A Cocky Tale!
“Look at me, look at me!!!” screeched the cocky as he flew across the beautiful
red ominous sky, a flash of white for all to see.
He landed onto the branch of a ghost gum and perched next to Mr Magpie.
“I can’t dance but I am quicker than you Mr. Cockatoo!” replied Mr Magpie.
“Ha! I’ve heard that one before.” said the cocky as he swooped down
through the muddy swamp.
Mr Cockatoo always ate his dinner at 1pm with Mrs. Cockatoo but today was
different as Mr. Magpie had showed up nosing around as usual. He perched upon
the bare silver gumtree branch and stared at Mr and Mrs Cocky who were singing
and dancing a loud operetta.
“You know when you are wanted Mr. Magpie!” laughed the cockatoos.
Mr. Magpie glanced at Mr. Cocky.
“Why are they always laughing?” pondered the magpie, frightened by the
pair. Suddenly his black and white plumage fell to the earth from fear.
All the cockies flocked to see the naked bird and perched along the white
picket fence. They sang with laughter so loud they woke the street.
“Oh Mr. Magpie you may be quick but still you are all alone like a featherless
cock!” they cried.
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Naturally – Oligarthy
by Timna Kenny

Is it a rat
Or is it a rock
A fallen meteorite
Or rodent heart stroke
Statue of stone
Stately colour of bone
Unmoving – stopped agitation
Dull-grey, brown and fawn
No more chase and seek
No more empty premise
Now – lying still on wet concrete
Captured at the nick
Did it ever have
A towering strength?
Always running to
Where breadcrumbs were mirroring mirth
Collaborating in a marathon or a shuffle
Its metronome
Has ceased
Unwinding the list of items, leaving one
To replace a garden gnome
And
The clay tablet of a cat
Iconed guardian
Over looking
The rocky mountain
Cold face rat.
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Then crept over the ledge
Amidst the fire
Grabbed Harry’s
Dangling arm
And pulled and pulled and pulled
Then fell back into the trench.
His mud-flecked eyelids
Flicking
Softly
I laid him
Then back I fell
Into the mud
Then heard Mick’s moan
And grasped his bloody hand
And pulled and pulled and pulled
And fell into the trench.
Tom died first
A violence in his limbs
He twitched and croaked
A terrible scream.
Then Harry flicked
His mud-flaked lids
Just one more time
Then blue intestines danced
Into the mud
And quietly he died.
Later Mick and I
We got sent home
Harry less four limbs
And I an eye.
No fuss, no medals
We kept our peace
We hid the memory
Deep inside.
But when the family
Gathered round

And as I spoke, the whizz
Of rifle bullets
Rained in my mind
And the dreadful groans
Of fallen men
Numbed my sense
And a tear I cry.
But when the grandkids
Grown tall and strong
Their whispers hummed
Around the story-telling fire
“Oh, we’ve heard this story
Done to death”
Their faces drawn
They sighed.
And then I’d halt
And a long kept thought
Came into mind:
“Yes, Tom and Harry
Are done to death”
But MY story (and Mick’s)
Is not done
It’s ever present in respect
For the soldiers
Dying and the dead.
We’ll tell it over and over
And over
And look up to the stars
Where Tom and Harry
Smile, nod their heads
And we four men remember
The time on the Western Front
When the Devil ran amuck
In the fields of fiery hell.
No, nothing is done to death
Nothing
Nothing
We’ll keep the stories
To tell
Over and over
And over.

by Rod Waller

In the trench I laid him
Softly
His blood-caked lips
Cracked and twitched.

At holidays or Xmas time
I’d tell the story
The same each time
The same each time.
Over and over and over.

Done to Death

Under a hail of bullets
Crawling in the mud
I grasped Tom’s twisted ankle
And pulled and pulled and pulled
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Rubbish List

so far

This subject is called rubbish
What is rubbish?
Cans, bottles & newspapers
And paper bills are rubbish
Having grandparents giving you alcohol at 7 is rubbish
Paying Christmas via credit card is rubbish
Clean Up Australia Day (on 26th March) is rubbish
Having a broken Australian dream is rubbish
Being bullied at school or work is rubbish
Markets sell rubbish or fakes
Going to jail is rubbish
Neighbours who don’t want to be your friends are rubbish
Playtime is rubbish
Paying for candycrush is rubbish
Concentration camps are rubbish
Overseas wars are rubbish
Keeping rubbish can ruin your life
Showbags are rubbish.

it was there
in the backyard

by Yanina Vanderberg

by Paul Harper

the light was green
the men & boys playing cricket
in the house
the women
the girls
it was there
a few months later
in a fibro house by the sea
it was there
years later
in a country house
in a bedroom
in the bright fish
in a stream beside the bed
in the radio
that was not a shoe
in the shuffle
from house to poolroom
in the nursing home
in the hand that twitched
when a son told a father
it was ok to let go
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I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree
The 1913 poet says to me
Quaintly praising his old tree.
But there is so much more to me
Much more than sweetness in a tree
An old tree speaks something of eternity
Which calls up my mortality to me.
I’ve always kept a distance, yes, a lee
I’ve kept a link, missing you see
Between the fragile little thing that’s me
And the knowledge of the big eternity
For I know death, that one, yes he
Can come abduct us, you or me
No effort and so easily take we
And forever, drag us, out to sea.
While eternity will just go on to be
But that not yet will be the case for me
I am not prepared for eternity
I have something yet to do, you see.
That once done means I won’t to need the lee
That separates me from eternity
And will let me finally embrace to me
My final place in eternity.
And then, an old tree
Might be, to me
Just peace and beauty
As it is, to thee.
But till then, sometimes an old tree
Brings more than peace and shade to me.
That dear old thing – though grand – can be
Far, far, far, far too much for me.
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Speak Up
by Dean Briggs
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“Now days there’s a blooming
Tsunami of wankers. There’s opinion
stains everywhere.”

Done to deaf.
Done to deaf.
Fuck me mate, everything’s been done to deaf!
Just look at this opening homage to Alf Garnett.
And so much has changed since he was first
telecast in pre-PC B & W.
It was all peace and fucking understanding then.
Them were the good ol days. When wars
meant something. When feelings were stuffed in
the closet with everything else. When hate wasn’t
a crime, more of a hobby. When people took
marriage advice from a priest seriously.
Now look, it’s all fucking changed since
we moved from analogue to digital. It’s been a
bleeding invasion, that’s what it’s been.
Crikey mate! Can’t even afford to rent in the
street me Granny grew up in now days. It’s all
Hipsters, Air B&Bs, bloody Ubers, avocados and
bloody giggle bites. Everything’s just gone up the
blooming spout. Asinit! Don’t even think of trying
to bloody Tweet me. The bleeding worlds’ just one
mud raking propaganda socialistic extreme left
wing instantaneous fake news events relentlessly
pushed down the everyday low self-esteem,
less than perfect superior botox wanting guilt
ridden consumerist throat. I mean it’s bleeding
obvious. Init!
Under shiny new speak banners that believe
in dreams and reality TV. Fucking Bolsheviks hiding
under Mickey Mouse masks! That’s where the
bleeding conspiracy is. Just behind global warming.
And as for ‘fair go’ the bloody Aussie cricket
team, line em up and bloody shoot em. Fucking
telecast live from the M.C.G. That would send
a stern warning to the major banks about ball
tampering. Sorry I forgot the ladies, I should
mention labia tampering as well. Have a gin and
tonic on me girls. In the safety of the Ladies lounge.

And don’t get me ‘Abbot-ting on’ about boat people,
pack of gambling masochists. Odds on the cruise
fucks up. They get a refund, an apology and a
promise of internal reviews. And why would
anyone want to get on a cruise where most of the
other passengers are halal and burials at sea are an
almost daily occurrence. And what happens when
sharks get a taste for chops! Where’s Darwin’s
theory of evolution gonna take you then, huh?
Done to deaf. I don’t even think I’ve started
yet. Maybe we should stop while I roll a fag and
have a quick slash. Top up me glass for me, there’s
a pet!
Where were we, that’s right we’re fucked.
The world used to be a lovely place, even with
the bloody foreigners, but at least we were more
ignorant. There was loads of stuff you didn’t have
to know about but could still have an opinion on.
It was more dignified then, more constrained,
kept to the realm of the local pub or as head of
the dining table. Didn’t have to google nothing.
Now days there’s a blooming Tsunami of wankers.
There’s opinion stains everywhere.
So why not in this new age of locally sourced
social enlightenment, why don’t we just do away
with all the wankers. I’m not suggesting we
soylent green them. Just round em up, put em
on New Start and let em attend ceaseless Max
employment seminars until they voluntarily
euthanize. Then compost the bastards in a work
for the dole scheme.
God save the Queen.
Cheers.
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She Died

by Anthony Cheshire
Her daughter died. How did she die?
Does that really matter? She died.
After she died the mother put together a memorial.
There were candles everywhere.
Did she light them all? It doesn’t really matter.
There were photographs of this daughter all over the
walls and in her worst times the mother would pray.

This was all down in the basement of her house.
Pictures inside the house: they weren’t there.
They were all down in the basement with the candles.
At the mother’s worst times she would go to the
basement and pray. She would light the candles.
See the pictures illuminate up. That was enough.
To console her grief that is.
How did the daughter die? That’s irrelevant. She died.
That’s all that matters.
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AMDG

by Maria Gorman
Poetry is in the veins of the Mornane Gormon
Moroney family.
Scene. Lyn Mornane in her father’s black car
parked next to the Union Building at Melbourne
University, or the shop as it was then called.
The car filled with six students and smoke
billowing out of the windows.
Jack Mornane, later top barrister in Melbourne
and County Court Judge and Maestro, and later
again to be Papa Knight, used to actually study,
and laughed when he passed Mick Mornane’s car
where smoking was the order of the day.
It took Lyn three years to pass English A1.
Mick, my grandfather, and Marie, my mother
studied Omar Kyam and used little legal-type tags
to get Lyn through.
As Omar Kyam said “The written word have
writ shall never be erased.”
I was to follow Lyn’s footsteps in my legal
career at Melbourne University. (…) my best friend
would knock on my door at ten in the morning to
try to awaken me for my Contracts lecture to no
avail. Fi and Belinda, two Ormond friends, had a
better way of waking me. They opened the door
at eleven, came into my room, handed me a lit
cigarette, and said “Start your engines.”

I failed law with style getting less for the Contracts
exam the second time round than the first.
I also studied poetry as a mature-age student.
One night at 11pm my daughter Emily aged five
and I were seated watching ER, with me writing
my poems that were due to be submitted. I said
to Emily “Why don’t you write one.”
Emily wrote one off the top of her head. I read
it and said “I like it. I’ll submit it.”
My mother had every friend from Ormond
on her prayer list. The only person not on the list
was me.
What is it to have fifty admissions to psychiatric
hospitals and to come good every time? I personally
know the leaders of Melbourne Psychiatry.
Issy Schweitzer I saw charging down the
stairs days before he died and was honoured with
a wave from him. He was the totally charismatic
leader of the Melbourne Clinic. He saw me
personally and it was to him I wrote a piece about
my fear of losing Emily, my daughter. He said,
as we walked down the corridor, “Everything will
be ok.” Like me, he had one child.
Without Melbourne Psychiatry clinics, or as
my therapist called them, havens, my life would
have been tragic.
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Neighbourhood
by Barry Lee Thompson
He lifts the top off his toasted sandwich and takes
the tomato slices out and places them on the side
of the plate, and she wonders, not for the first time,
why he never asks for them to be left out.
‘The neighbourhood is getting a samey look,’ he
says, blowing steam off the cheese and reclosing the
sandwich and setting it to one side to cool.
She looks over at the pastries sitting still and
quiet in their cabinet near the till.
‘The old neighbourhood. Isn’t that a play?’ he says.
‘The Old Neighbourhood, by someone or other?’
She shakes her head. ‘No idea,’ she says.
He turns and looks out of the window and
gestures with his unlit cigarette. She follows his gaze
to the street, where a woman holds a morning can
of beer. Her moony brown dog, dressed in a dirty
woollen hat and leggings, sits in a pram. The woman
is smoking, jigging from leg to leg.
‘It’s still got a bit of character,’ he says, turning
back. ‘But it’s changing.’ He sips from his small glass
of water, and then his coffee. ‘The middle classes are
closing in. Their spaces are flourishing. But haven’t
they got enough presence already, all over the rest of
the city?’ he says, and she knows him well enough
to know he’s not asking a question. He rubs his
forehead. He says nothing more for a while.
‘Oh most of them vote the right way, we’re told,’
he says, resuming. ‘Their hearts, it’s said, are in the
right place. They’re green or red, politically speaking,
not blue. And that’s good, I suppose, but it’s not quite
enough, is it? It’s not enough, because it’s damaging,
what they’re doing. In a sense they might as well be
blue, because their business is money, investments
and property, not people.’
There’s a frown on his face, as if he’s finding
things a strain. She peers at him, says he looks
troubled, suggests that perhaps he needs a holiday.
The frown dissolves. He laughs at the
ridiculousness of her suggestion, takes a bite of his

sandwich, chews daintily. She likes that about him,
that he knows how to eat, how to make light of his
own lack of money.
‘You know the old café,’ he says, food still in his
mouth, but only a little, an inoffensive little, ‘where
the Russian émigrés sit for hours and hours on a
single cup of coffee and no one minds?’
She knows the café, can’t recall its name, if it
even has a name. She’s been there once or twice,
but not with him. It’s not their café. This is their café.
She nods.
‘Well it became, recently, I don’t know if you
noticed, a fashionable business to sit with the
Russians, to sit among them and soak up their
Russianness and pretend it’s something you’ve always
done, like you’ve been hanging out there your entire
life, like you’re one of the crowd, as much a part of
the furniture as they are. And now the Russians are
no longer interested in passing time there, because
it was once their space and now it’s not quite any
longer, and so the majority of people in there now are
the types who are endlessly seeking amusement.
The Russians were a curiosity. An accessory. But they
were the café, its soul, and now they’ve moved on
there isn’t really a café any longer, not in the way it
used to be.’
He stirs a teaspoon of sugar and a quarter
teaspoon of salt into the rest of his coffee, the way
he’s always done. Round and round and round,
tinkling, till he’s sure it’s all dissolved. ‘My rent’s gone
up again. When I came to this neighbourhood years
ago it was a refuge and now I feel like escaping again.
I have to get out, but there’s not many places left.
I’ve exhausted this city’s possibilities. And now I
realise it probably never had that many to begin with.
It seems everything has to be developed for the
middle classes. They want it all.’
‘Do something,’ she says. She wipes her mouth
with a napkin from the dispenser and briefly forgets
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what she’s just eaten until the taste of pickle reminds
her. ‘If it means so much, do something about it.’
‘What’s to be done?’ he says. ‘It’s too late to do
anything. The decay’s too far advanced.’
She narrows her eyes.
‘It is decay,’ he says. ‘Anyway. It’s the system,
the way of things. There’s nothing to be done. Mine’s
only one voice among thousands.’
She watches the owner watching the street.
The bell over the door goes. A man comes in;
young, old, it’s hard to tell without putting on her
glasses and she can’t be bothered rummaging in her
bag. But he sounds, this customer, late twenties,
early thirties. He orders something, but she’s not
paying attention, just hears the sound of his voice.
It’s a drink, she surmises, because the owner goes
to the coffee machine and the noises begin. There’s
no chat. The owner never chats. The customer stands
and waits at the counter. She likes the blue of his
shirt. She remembers that she might be wearing
blue underwear. She opens her notebook, and reads
the entry for that morning, and she’s right – her
underwear that day is periwinkle blue. She senses
that the new customer’s not enjoying this interval
while his coffee’s being prepared. Maybe, she thinks,
he’s clocked us, two regulars sitting at their usual
table. Maybe he’s intimidated, unsure, trying to figure
us out. She smiles at this guessed-at discomfort.
‘What do you keep in that notebook of yours?’
She’s surprised to see he’s almost finished his
sandwich. He knows what the notebook’s for, so
she ignores his question. She closes the book. Later,
she’ll chronicle what they’ve discussed, what they’ve
consumed in the café today. Just notes, and brief.
She likes to have these notes. It helps her to rest,
knowing there’s been some substance to the day.
The customer takes his coffee and leaves.
Silence. She uses such intervals for reflection.

She’s known him a long time. This conversation
they’re having about changing neighbourhoods is one
they’ve had in some form many times in the past.
Many times. Their conversations go round and round
like the spoon in his coffee. She doesn’t mind.
It’s soothing, to share words without expectations.
Their terrain is expected, understood. And sometimes
he introduces a new element so that a conversation,
though familiar, adopts a fresh nuance. Today, it’s the
Russians leaving their café. He’s an unusual person.
He always has been, or as long as she’s known him,
and that for her is always. He is, she thinks, the sort
of person who holds onto knowledge until right at the
end, and then reveals it. This is possibly one of the
reasons she spends so much time in his company:
she’s holding out for a revelation. Sometimes he
closes his eyes. In here it’s happened, and in the
library, and at the bus stop. He closes his eyes
and is gone to another place. She asked him once
and he said he just likes to close his eyes from time
to time. Even so, whenever it occurs she thinks
the same thing.
His eyes aren’t closed now but they have a
distant cast.
‘You never light your cigarette,’ she says.
He searches her face then looks at the cigarette
between his fingers like he’s only just noticed he’s
holding it. ‘It’s no smoking,’ he says. ‘In here, I mean.
In everywhere now it’s no smoking.’
‘Still,’ she says.
‘Still what?’
‘You could light it. Couldn’t you? See if anything
gets said. See what happens.’ Her voice has become
raised, and she pulls it back in.
She looks over his shoulder. The woman with
the can and the dog has gone. The street is sedate for
now. And in their cabinet by the till, the pastries are
sitting quietly, as they do every single day.
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